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Capital Bar and Grill 

"Upscale Dining"

The atmosphere at The Capital Bar & Grill is upscale without being

uptight. They serve classic American dishes teeming with flavor. Try the

perfectly cooked burgers or country fried steak and you'll be talking about

your meal for months to come. It's located inside the Capital Hotel, which

is teeming with elegance. Walk through the lobby and you'll be amazed at

the luxurious decor. The restaurant is also a popular lunch option for

people who work in the area.

 +1 501 374 7474  capitalhotel.com/dining/  info@capitalhotel.com  111 West Markham Street,

The Capital Hotel, Little Rock

AR
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Brave New Restaurant 

"The best of brave"

Having trained at the St. Francis in San Francisco and the Capital Hotel in

Little Rock, chef and owner Peter Brave has created a popular niche with

his exquisite cuisine and casual atmosphere. For starters try the goat

cheese mouse, or you might prefer the large gulf shrimp marinated with

sliced red onion, dill and vinegar. For dinner, try the pine nut crusted

salmon filet sautéed and topped with pesto.

 +1 501 663 2677  www.bravenewrestaurant.

com/

 randal@bravenewrestaura

nt.com

 2300 Cottondale Lane, Suite

105, Little Rock AR
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The Pantry 

"German Cuisine"

In true European style, dining at The Pantry is about the experience you

have with friends and family. There's no rush, so take your time and chat

over a glass of wine. For starters, try the truffled deviled eggs, which are

topped with Parmesan crisps. You'll find fantastic beers on tap to

complement your food. Don't leave without trying the cheesecake, which

is topped with a layer of creme brulee; it's as indulgent as it sounds!

 +1 501 353 1875  littlerockpantry.com/  littlerockpantry@gmail.com  11401 Rodney Parham, Little

Rock AR
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Kiyens 

"Sushi and More"

Sushi done right is exquisite, and at Kiyens you'll find fresh, delicious

sushi along with other Japanese dishes. The atmosphere is casual and

vibrant, so it's a great place to come whether you're dining alone or

celebrating with a group. They have a good selection of wine and sake.

You can also find handmade bread baked daily here. For fresh, quality

sushi, look no further than Kiyens!

 +1 501 821 7272  kiyens.com/  kiyens.lr@gmail.com  17200 Chenal Parkway, Suite

100, Little Rock AR
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Arthur's Prime Steakhouse 

"Fine Dining Steakhouse"

Arthur's Prime Steakhouse is a great restaurant in the neighborhood. The

atmosphere here is quiet, dim lit and a place perfect for fine dining. The

staff and service here is extremely friendly and polite. Their food is much

appreciated by the patrons. You may want to try mainly the steaks, lamb

chops, rare ahi tuna, Chicago bone-in rib eye, soups and salads. Make

sure you leave some space for the mouthwatering desserts. Accompany

your delicious steaks with a drink of your choice from the extensive bar.

They also incorporate private events and catering services for special

occasions. For more information, call ahead.

 +1 501 821 1838  www.arthursprimesteakho

use.com/

 arthursprime@gmail.com  16100 Chenal Parkway, Little

Rock AR
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